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INATUL FFREqU!NIi1 OP HUL VIBRATION.

1. The best way of eliminating troublesome vibra-

tions is to remove their source. However, this cannot always,

* be done and accurate estimates of natural hull frequencies

would be useful in design as engine frequencies might then be

kept clear. A more important reason for improving our infor-

mation about natural hull frequencies arises from the data

thus obtainable on actual elastic characteristics. In this

paper results of tests made on a number of Naval vessels are

reported, and methods of calculation discussed which are de-

signed to permit prediction of natural frequency. In all the

cases included,vibration is in the vertical plane in the

fundamental mode with two nodes only.

Z. Static tests on U.S.S. Cuyama, a fleet oiler,

show that deflections aro about 4/3 times values calculated

by use of the sectional moment of inertia experimentally de-

termined. This discrepancy is due to local stress concentra-

tions, slip in rivetted Joints, buckled plating, and similar

causes. Although not strictly Justifiable in general, for

purposes of dealing with hull vibration it is convenient to

associate with the value of E, the modulus of elasticity, an

empirical coefficient which in this case would be 75%. in
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round numbers the effective modulus of elasticity would then

be 10,000tons and this is the value used throughout in mhat

follows.

3. The simple fornula for the frequenc of a bar,

of uniform section is

n= 4,7302  gEI

g is the acceleration of gravity in ft./sec.2 , E is Young's

Modulus in tons per square inch, I is sectional moment of

inertia in inch2 foot2 , D is displacement (total weight) in

tons, L is length in feet, n is frequency per second. The

radical being of the same dimensions as n, the constant is.

dimensionless and equal to 3.56.* The quantity under the

radical is in units equivalent to absolute, since the inches

and the weight units cancel out.

*Note,- It is customary in England to combine gE with the

dimensionless constant and express frequency in cycles per

minute. The conversion factor is

60 see -j32.15 ft x 10,000 tons , 34,000
N sq.in*

and the formula becomes

N = 121,000

I being in inch2 foot 2, D in tons, L in feet-and N in cycles per

a minute.

For discussion of Schlick's formula and constant see

Section 8 below.
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II. OBSERVATIONS ON FOUR OILERS.

4. Natural frequency was determined experimentally

by means of a Sperry Pallog'aph, the ship being set into 4

vi1bration by dropping an anchor through a scope of four or five

links,, bringing it up sharply on a chain stopper. Results

obtained were as follows:

TABLE I.

Ship Frequency Displacement, EI Schlick's
per min., tons #ft.2  constant

x 10-12 absoluteF Cuyama 60.3 15,430 *9.2 3,29

Brazos 8815 7,600 10.0 *3.,29

Neches 8111 12,600 14.0 *3.29

Salinas 73o5 10,000 9.i *3.29

*Value accepted for application of Schlick's formula.

The value of E1 was obtained from static tests

on the Cuyama and Schlick's constant inferred. On the other

vessels this process was reversed; the type of hhip being the

same, the constant presunably has the same value for all, which

permits determining El by the simple test described.

The natural frequency on each of these vessels dif-

fers radically from the engine speed at maximum of hull vibration,

indicating that unison between the engines and the hull is not the

controlling circumstances in determining this critical speed.

.-k
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III. OBSERVATIONS ON TE OKIAHOMA.

5. In the case of the OKLAHOMA the amplitude of

vibration is -much less than on the CUTAI. It occurs at speeds

l clos to the matural frequency, and it seems perfectly clear

that it is dae to unison between the unbalanced forces proceed-

ing from the propelling system and the natural frequency of the

hull. The tro-node character of the vibration is well-marked,

The report of increased difficulties due to

vibration abo-ut the bridge and on the masts since modernization

may be explaimed as follows: The masts are rather cJ]ose to the

nodal points, at which rotational oscillations occur though

vertical motivn there is zero. The new tripod masts, being

much stiffer than the cage masts, operate to magnify this of-

fect, giving 4 horizontal vibration in the fore and aft direc-

tion, which L* actually observe& in the fire control top.

\ At certain times this vibration might interfere
somewhat witl tse of instruments. If so, the best solution,

apart from oo0unterbalanoing the engines to eliminate the source

of trouble, muld lie in dereloping a suspension for the instru-

ments involveA which uould act, as the cage mast did, to absorb

these Tibratimons. No alterations t the hull could possibly do

more than shitt the maxium to a slightly different speed.

i
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6. The tests consistod of three parts: First,

the ship was operated at a series of speeds ranging by

increments of 3 r.p.m. from 115 to 64. This located the

critical speed approximately. The region about the critical

speed was then explored in speed increments of 1 r.p~m, from

80 to 86 and the maximum located more exactly very nearly at

82. Nextt, the engine was set to give maximum vibration and

held there while the amplitudes were explored along 
the whole

length of the ship.

The results of these tests are shown in

Figures 1 and 2, which give the variation of amplitude 
with

speed at a fixed station, in the chart house, and the variation

of amplitude along the length of the ship at fixed speed.

This locates the nodes approximately.

Finally, the natural frequency of the ship was

determined, -with-engines stopped, vibrations being started 
by

an impulse from an anchor dropped and brought up sharply on 
a

chain stopper. Although the two types of recording instruments

used failed to agree as to the frequency of the resulting

vibration, the discrepancy is not great enough to cause any

doubt that the critical speed at about 82 r.p.m. is due to

unison between engines and hull.

.Or



IV. DETAILS OF TIE OKLAHOMA TESTS.

II. Tv Sperry• pallographs were used, and a Geiger

* vibrograph was also available for the frequency determinations.

* Independent data were taken by a party from the Navy Yard,

New York, with the Geiger instrument on length-distribution of

amplitude, but these were to be separately reported to the

Bureau of Engineering.

During the first stage of the tests one of the

pallographs was at a fixed station amidships. during the second

it was moved at intervals of 10 frames from bow to stern. The

other pallograph was in the chart house, and simultaneous

records were made to permit elimination of irregular time

fluctuations in amplitude. For the frequency test one pallo-

graph was right forward and one right aft. The Geiger instr,-

ment was placed amidships for the first trial, but as amplitude

there was found insufficient, it was taken right forward and

placed in the same compartment with the pallograph for the

second and third trequendy trials.

The values for natural frequencies obtained were

as in Table II.

The discrepancy between the results obtained

from the two types of instrument is too great to be considered

accidental. Although the value obtained from the Geiger type

lies somewhat nearer the engine speed of maximum hull vibration

it is not conclusively shown that this is a more correct value
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under the conditions attending the natural frequency test.

In both instrunents the time control left something to be

desired., On the Sperry record tape 5 second intervals from

watch were marked by hand. On the Geiger tape a. vibrating

spring left a record at intervals of about one second, but

the record was not continuous. Motion of the vibrating

system was much more strongly damped in the Geiger instrument,

Free period of Sperry was about 3 seconds, Geiger unknown,

Tests of both instruments at known frequencies should be made

to obtain definite calibration data0

As matters stand, determination of natural

frequency of vibrations following a single exciting impulse

at one end of the ship must be considered subject to an error

of about 10%f measurement of this important quantity with

greater precision must await further refinement of methods.

V. METRODS FOR CALCULATING NATURAL FREQUENCY.

8. A ship differs from a bar suspended at 2 nodes

in the following respects:

a. Its weight is not uniformly distributed

over its length°

b. Its sectional moment of inertia varies

along its length,

a.e The struotume is loaded with weights which

make little or no contribution to the elastic action. lj

,~ j
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d. The water in whieh it floats takes part

in the motion and so modifies the inertia involved.

In addition the simple formula quoted neglects the effect of

e. Deflection of the bar in shear.

f. Rotational motion, such as occurs especially
at the nodes.

About 40 years ago it was proposed by Sohlick to

lump all these effects into a single factor which-could be com-

bined with the absolute constant to form an empirical constant;

and for it he quoted from his own experience the following values:

Torpedo Boats 4,21

r Liners 4.65

lreightera 3.80

Although this empirical constant should not vary

muoh for vessels of similar type, Schliok's formula has never

been extensively applied, in fact the natural frequency of U. S.

Naval Vessels is for the most part not ascertained.

A step forward may be taken by correcting

Sehlick's formua for non-uniformity, leaving the empirical

constant t6 carry only the burden of the other errors mentioned,

Several papers on this subject have appeared recently*
effort in all being directed toward devising a practical method

bTobin eta 19h

Nicholls T191 1924

Taylor NXOX 1927-28

Lewis JAAT3 1927, 1929.

,
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of applying to ships the calculations originally mde by

Lord Rayleigh in his Theory Sound* Results are got forth

below in sufficient detail to permit direct application to cal-

oulation of natural freque:n:.y in -.rs..o design; but evalu-

, tion of the empirical constant calls for experimental deter-

mination of numerous actual frequencies.

9. The underlying thought is that a vibrating ship,

when at the phase of extreme departure from its form at rest

uner no load, may be treated by usual procedure in strength

calculations, the load being taken as 100% dyndmie. The

momentary elastic condition of the ship is identical with that'

-under a static load whose amount is found by multiplying each

mass involved by its accalerat on. Now of course the accelera-

tions in vibratory motion vary with amplitude of vibration as

well as with phase. An arbitrary assumption in made as to

* uamplitude which will later divide out; this is justified for

h' he',present by the fact that frequency does not depend on

amplitude, so that the final result will not depend on the

esbitrary assumption made. This applies primarily to variations

of amplitude with time, - as to variation along the length of

- the ship, that depends on the mode of vibration, and is

particularly affected by the weight distributions,

To calculate the dynamic load we must multiply

each mass by the product of the assumed amplitude and the

acceleration produced by unit deflection from the position of

rest. -This last factor forms the-objective of the whole

I/
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procedure, for when we haye it, the frequency in equal simply

to its square root divided by S W To see this, oonsidr the

simple harmonic motion as the projection of a uniftrn circular

movion on unit radius with peripheral speed v. The maximum

aooeleration is T and the number of turns per second 1a y.fo

Since frequency is the same all along the ship's length, the

aoceleration per unit deflection must also be uniform.

Introduoing this factor, called T and at first undetermined,

we carry through a standard strength calculation which leads to

values of deflection, still oontaining, however, the undetarrine4

factor 9 . These must be identioal with the assumed amplitudes

that formed the starting point, and by division V is evaluated.

The only questionable point remaining is this:

is the distribution of amplitudes originally assumed one that is

possible? The answer lies in the values of i obtained. If

they show acceptable uniformity, the assumed distribution of

amplitudes zuflioiently approximates a possible form.

This curve of distribution of amplitudes is of

course identical in form with a curve of deflections under the

given load. for the type of vibration now being considered it

is chiefly a question of looaticn of the nodes and relative

deflection at ends and amidships. For a first approximation the

ourve for a uniform bar my be taken. Closer approximation could

be obtained by adjusting the our'e as necessary to obtain uniform

values of 9
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The process o passing from a curve of loads

to one of deflections involves four integrations leading in

turn to curves of shear, bending moment, slope, and deflection.

The first may imvolve readjustments to obtain zero end values.

In the third the constant of integration is chosen so as to

produce a symmetrical variation of slope from a negative

maximum at one and to a positive maximum at the other. The

final integration then leads to a symmetrical curve of de-

fleotion.

10. In the Transactions of the Society of. Naval

Architects and Marine Engineers for 1927, Professor Frank M.

Lewis gave a detailed procedure for calculating natural fre-

quenoy which shortens the work considerably in case it is

permissible to assume that the curve of amplitudes may be

shifted to obtain adequate agreement with the deflection curve

by making only those changes which are necessary to close the

, shear and bending moment curves. Results obtained by applying

* this method to the OIAHOML, which is quite symmetrical, and

the CUYAML, whial is rather unsymmetrical, are given below.

SGorrection for virtual mass due to the inertia

of the water has also been studied by Professor Lewis and the

results obtainel by application of the method described by

him in 1929 are also given below. P

A"
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VIe RESULTS OF FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS.

!1. From observations of natural frequency and

effective value of Youngts Modulus made on +he (UYAMLA combined

with value of -sectional moment of inertia taken from Bureau

design data, and approximately confirmed by test, the constant

in Schlick's formula is 3.29; this may be regarded as the

experimental value, For comparison the theoretical value for

a uniform bar, E . 30 x 106 , is 3.56. By the method of
4in.

o&Aulation exhibited in the appendix, with the non-uniform

distribution of weight and section moment of inertia accounted

for, a value of 4.47 is found, Application of the shorter

method of Lewis (NAME 1927) gives 4.54. The frequency is

naturally increased by concentration of *eight amidships, and

whatever agreement there is between the experimental value of

Schlickts constant with that for a uniform bar is due to

compe6nsating errors.

In the case of the OKLAHOML, the value of fre-

quency obtained from the Sperry pallograph, 77.1 per minute,

is used, as this is considered comparable with the value found

by the same method on the CUYAMA. The moment of inertia having

been increased by modernization, the old value of 1,'380,O0O in,

ft. 2 no longer applies. An approximate new value of 1,818,000

has been obtained by adding 80# of deck armor, blister

plating, 3 angles and bilge keel. If a more exatt value is

necessary, it is preferred that it be obtained In the Bureau.
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I 10,000 .-L7 and displacement from draughts is 32,500 tons.
In2.

Sohlick's constant, experimental value, is ound to be 4.19.

The value calculated by the procedure described above is 4.40,

and by Lewis' method: 4.44. For easy comparison, these values

are exhibited in Table III, together with the results of

correction for virtual mass.

12. Of the various sources of error in the calou-

lated results quoted, that due to virtual mass of the water is

the greatest. Correcting by the procedure given by Lewis,

NAME 1929, gives the values quoted in Table XII. In the case

of the CUYAMA, fairly close agreement with the experimental

value is thus obtained. In the OKLAOMA it is probable that the

effective value of X used, 10,000 t/in.P , is too low, but the

discrepancy is too great to be explained in this way alone.

Comparison of the calculated values in Table III with the ex-

perimental values gives the factor which must be applied to

account for effects of inertia of water, deflection in shear,

rotational energy, and departure of effective value of E from

the assumed value, 10,000 tons/ina. More exact evaluation of

this factor can only be made by further e6periment; it is

recommended that every opportunity be utilized for obtaining

additional data on natural frequency of actual ships. In the

meantime, the matter will be studied by means of models.

~if
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TABLI II.

OBSERVD NATURAL R3C(4MIhCY OKLAHOMA

TrIed 2 2 2 33 3
Instrument Sperry Sperry Sperry Geiger Sperry Sperry Geiger
Position For' Forl d Aft For'ld For' d Aft For'd

75.2 76.6 77.1 86.8 82.6 84.2
74.4 79.0 80.2 85.4 7P8 74.4 83.9
72.4 81.8 75.0 81.3 78.0 75.9 83.4
71.2 82 .4 77.3 83.1 78.2 74.9 83.6
69. 81.4 e3.0 78.4 78.7 82.7
70.4 84.2 Av. 83.3 79.4 84.1
67.6 84.0 77.2 85.7 80.2 Ar 81.8
70.A 81.4 87.6 79.6 76.0 86.3
69.6 78.0 87.4 80.4 87.6
66.4 90.1 79.4 85.8

69.0 AV. 87.1 78 82.0

68 80.1 86.9 78 84.9
70 84.5 76 87.3

75 84.1 74 82.9

78 85.2 72 82.9
87.' 84.4 72 85.3
92 82.8 74 89.4

86 86.6 72 86.2

84 88.7 72 83.1
78 86.8 76 86.4

85.0 74 85.3

AT. 86.3 80 84.5
74.6 89.6 76 83.1

85.5 76 81.6
82.9 78 83.8
82.1 76 83.5
83.8 78 85.0

SUMMARY 84.4 76
84.4 78 AV.

Sperry: 86.1 80 84.3

IL 74.6 85.5 78
i2 80.1 89.4 78

2A 77.2
31 77.5 A. Av.
3A 76.0 85.2 77.5

AT.v 7
P.R. 0.8

Geiger:
21 85.2
31f 84.3
Ay. 84.75P.I. 0.4



TABLE III.

[ "SCHLICK'S CONSTANT

CUYAMA OKLAHOMA

Value Ratio Value Ratio

UEperimental 3.,29 1.00 4.19 1.00

Calculated by
Taylor's Method 4.47 1.36 4.40 1.05

Calculated by
Lewis' Method 4.54 1.38 4.44 146

Calculated by Taylor's
Method with Lewis'correction for virtual
mass of water. 3.45 1.05 3 3.40 0..81

Note. o vsumea value of 21 10,000 ton

|in.
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APPENDIX.

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING NATURAL FRmQUENCY

OF VERTICAL VIBRATION, FUNDAMENTAL MODE.

Column 1. Assumed Relative Amplitude. The values given are

those of a "free-free" bar of uniform section.

Column 2. Weights, segregated by stations. The further course

of the calculations follows the assumption that the weights

in each station-length are uniformly distributed.

Column 3. Product of Columns 1 and 2. This is load in absolute

force units, divided by , the acceleration per unit do-

flection. The net sum is the residual shear. If this

differs from zero the amplitudes assumed in Col. 1 are not

possible.

Column 4. To close the shear curve, adjust the amplitude curve

by adding to each item in Col. I the proportional correction

obtained by dividing the residual shear by the total weight,

sum of column 2. Multiply this by items in Col. 2 to obtain

corrections which, combined with Col. 3 give Col. 4.

Column 5. Summation of Col. 4. End value should now be zero.

Net sum of this column gives residual Bending Moment.

Column 6. To close the Bending Moment curve the assumed

amplitude must receive a second correction, zero amidships

with linear increase on one side and decrease on the other.4To find the amount of this correction assume first unit



correotion varying from 41 at station 0to-at station

20. In Col. 6 enter correcting loads obtained by

multiplying the assumed correction to amplitude by Col. 2.

The net sum gives residual shear, due to unit correction.

Column 7. Apply a correction similar to that in Col. I to

obtain an adjusted unit correcting load giving zero

residual shear.

Column 8. Summation of Col. 7, end value zero. The sum of

Col. 8 gives Bending Moment due to unit correction assumed

in Col. 6.

Column 9. Actual correction for residual Bending Moment is

obtained by multiplying the unit corrections in Col. 8 '

by the ratio of actual residual Bending Moment from Col. 5

to the nit Bending Moment, sum of Col. 8. Applying this

to Col. 5 gives shear fully corrected to give zero

residuals in this and next column. Values are still in

absolute units and still contain the factor 1/T

Column 10. Summation of Co. 9. Corrected Bending Moment in

tons x stations x End value zero.

Column 11. Moment of Inertia in inch2 ft2 of Transverse Section

of Vessel at each Station, multiplied by Young's Modulus in

tons/in and by g., in units of 1010.

Coluwi. 12. Col. 10 + Col. 11. The total represents the

difference of slope at the two ends of the defleotion curve.

Column 15, Summation of Col. 12, starting with constant of

integration equal to half the total of Col. 1Z. This will

give a slope curve running from. a negative value forward



through zero amidships to an equal positive value aft.

Column 14. Summation of Col. 13 giving numbers proportional

to deflections. The end value is approximately zero.

Column 15. Add a linear correction to close Col. 14.

Column 16. For convenience in comparison, transfer the

amplitudes in Col. 1 to the ends instead of the nodes as

reference points.

Column 17. Col. 16 Col. 15. If the values are uniform, the

amplitudes assumed represent a vibration consistent with

the actual distribution of inertia and stiffness. If not,

the nature of the departures from uniformity will suggest

the changes necessary, which will consist in a flattening

or acoentuation of the peak or late*l shift of the nodes

and not, of course, simply adjustments made in process of

closure of shear and bending moment curves. In the example

calculated below, with data from the CUYAMA, it was found

necessary to make a lateral shift. After two trials the

figures given in Col. 16a were chosen. RepeatiUng the abovo

process, somewhat abbreviated, gives the results in Col. 171,

which are acceptably uniform.

An acceptable mean value from Col. 17 having been found,

it must be divided by the cube of the number of feet per

station to convert length units in the three integrations

from shear to deflection. The result is 9 , acceleration

per unit deflection, in reciprocal seconds squared. Desired

frequency is --
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